


2 The Rent
Extraction-Efficiency
Trade-Off

Incentive problems arise when a principal wants to delegate a task to an agent.
Delegation can be motivated either by the possibility of benefitting from some
increasing returns associated with the division of tasks, which is at the root of eco-
nomic progress, or by the principal’s lack of time or lack of any ability to perform
the task himself, or by any other form of the principal’s bounded rationality when
facing complex problems. However, by the mere fact of this delegation, the agent
may get access to information that is not available to the principal. The exact
opportunity cost of this task, the precise technology used, and how good the match-
ing is between the agent’s intrinsic ability and this technology are all examples of
pieces of information that may become private knowledge of the agent. In such
cases, we will say that there is adverse selection.1

1It is sometimes said that there is hidden knowledge, probably a better expression for describing
this situation of asymmetric information. Adverse selection is rather a possible consequence of this
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The agency model analyzed in this chapter, as well as in most of the book,
will be cast in terms of a manager-worker relationship. Examples of such agency
relationships under adverse selection abound both in terms of their scope and their
economic significance. Both private and public transactions provide examples of
contracting situations plagued with informational problems of the adverse selec-
tion type. The landlord delegates the cultivation of his land to a tenant, who will
be the only one to observe the exact local weather conditions. A client delegates
his defense to an attorney who will be the only one to know the difficulty of the
case. An investor delegates the management of his portfolio to a broker, who will
privately know the prospects of the possible investments. A stockholder delegates
the firm’s day-to-day decisions to a manager, who will be the only one to know
the business conditions. An insurance company provides insurance to agents who
privately know how good a driver they are. The Department of Defense procures
a good from the military industry without knowing its exact cost structure. A reg-
ulatory agency contracts for service with a Public Utility without having complete
information about its technology…

The key common aspect of all those contracting settings is that the informa-
tion gap between the principal and the agent has some fundamental implications
for the design of the bilateral contract they sign. In order to reach an efficient
use of economic resources, this contract must elicit the agent’s private informa-
tion. This can only be done by giving up some information rent to the privately
informed agent. Generally, this rent is costly to the principal. This information cost
just adds up to the standard technological cost of performing the task and justifies
distortions in the volume of trade achieved under asymmetric information. The
allocative and the informational roles of the contract generally interfere. At the
optimal second-best contract, the principal trades off his desire to reach allocative
efficiency against the costly information rent given up to the agent to induce infor-
mation revelation. Under adverse selection, the characterization of the volume of
trade cannot be disentangled from the distribution of the gains from trade.

This chapter analyzes the contractual difficulties that appear when this dele-
gation of task takes place in a one-shot relationship. The fact that the relationship
is one-shot means that the principal and the agent cannot rely on its repetition to
achieve efficient trades.2 In this case, the bilateral short-term relationship between

asymmetric information. However, we will keep the by now classic expression of adverse selection to
describe a principal-agent problem in which the agent has private information about a parameter of
his optimization problem.

2See Fudenberg and Tirole (1991), Myerson (1991), and Osborne and Rubinstein (1994) for
analyses of these repeated relationships and applications of the so-called Folk Theorem, which guar-
antees that, under complete information, almost Pareto optimal trades can be achieved through
repeated relationships when agents have a common discount factor close enough to one.
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the principal and the agent can be regulated only by a contract. Implicit here is
the idea that there exists a legal framework for this contractual relationship. The
contract can be enforced by a benevolent court of law, and the agents are bound
by the terms of the contract. This implicit assumption on the legal framework of
trades is not peculiar to contract theory but prevails in most traditional studies of
market economies.

The main objective of this chapter is to characterize the optimal rent
extraction-efficiency trade-off faced by the principal when designing his contrac-
tual offer to the agent. This characterization proceeds through two steps. First,
we describe the set of allocations that the principal can achieve despite the
information gap from which he suffers. An allocation is an output to be produced
and a distribution of the gains from trade. Even under adverse selection, those
allocations can be easily characterized once one has described a set of incentive
compatibility constraints that are only due to asymmetric information. In addition
to those constraints, the conditions for voluntary trade require that some participa-
tion constraints also be satisfied to ensure that the agent wants to participate in the
contract. Incentive and participation constraints define the set of incentive feasible
allocations. Second, once this characterization is achieved, we can proceed to a
normative analysis and optimize the principal’s objective function within the set of
incentive feasible allocations. In general, incentive constraints are binding at the
optimum, showing that adverse selection clearly impedes the efficiency of trade.
The main lessons of this optimization are that the optimal second-best contract
calls for a distortion in the volume of trade away from the first-best and for giving
up some strictly positive information rents to the most efficient agents.

Implicit in this optimization are a number of assumptions worth stressing.
First, we assume that the principal and the agent both adopt an optimizing behav-
ior and maximize their individual utility. In other words, they are both fully ratio-
nal individualistic agents. Given the contract he receives from the principal, the
agent maximizes his utility and chooses output accordingly. Second, the principal
does not know the agent’s private information, but the probability distribution of
this information is common knowledge. There exists an objective distribution for
the possible types of the agent that is known by both the agent and the prin-
cipal, and this fact itself is known by the two players.3 Third, the principal is
a Bayesian expected utility maximizer. In designing the agent’s payoff rule, the
principal moves first as a Stackelberg leader under asymmetric information antic-
ipating the agent’s subsequent behavior and optimizing accordingly within the set
of available contracts.

3More generally, they both know that they know that ! ! !
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Section 2.1 describes the adverse selection canonical model that we use in
most of this book. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the agent’s type, i.e.,
his cost parameter, can only take two possible values. The discrete type model
turns out to be sufficient to highlight the main phenomena arising under adverse
selection without having to deal with the technicalities of a continuum of types.4

In section 2.2, we provide the benchmark solution corresponding to the case where
the principal knows perfectly the agent’s cost function. Section 2.3 describes the
set of allocations that the principal can achieve despite the information gap from
which he suffers. Section 2.4 explains why the principal is generally obliged to
give up an information rent to the agent because of the latter’s informational
advantage. The optimization program of the principal who wants to maximize
his expected utility under the constraints of incentive compatibility and voluntary
trade is described in section 2.5. The optimal contract of the principal is obtained
and discussed in section 2.6. Two major illustrations are given in sections 2.7
and 2.8. Section 2.9 proves the revelation principle in the principal-agent setup.
This principle guarantees that there is no loss of generality in restricting the anal-
ysis to menus of two contrats when the agent’s private cost information takes only
two possible values. The analysis of the previous sections is then extended to more
general cost and revenue functions in section 2.10. This allows us to illustrate
new features of the rent extraction-efficiency trade-off. So far, the analysis assumed
risk neutrality of the agent and an interim timing of contracting, i.e., the principal
offers a contract to an agent once the latter has already learned his type. Sec-
tion 2.11 considers the more symmetric case where the contract can be offered at
the ex ante stage, i.e., before the agent learns his type. We perform this analysis
under various assumptions on the degrees of risk aversion of the principal and the
agent. Implicit in our whole analysis of this chapter is the assumption that the
agent and the principal can commit to the terms of the contract. This assumption
is discussed in section 2.12. Section 2.13 gives a closer look at the set of incen-
tive feasible allocations and in particular at the convexity of this set. We show
there the conditions under which stochastic mechanisms can be useful for the
principal. Given that the principal suffers from an information gap with the agent,
informative signals can be useful for improving contracting and the terms of the
rent extraction-efficiency trade-off. Section 2.14 studies the added value of these
informative signals. Finally, in section 2.15, we present many examples of con-
tracting relationships highlighting the generality of the framework provided in this
chapter.

4Nevertheless, Appendix 3.1 generalizes the results to the more technical case, often found in the
literature, where the agent’s type is drawn from a continuous and positive distribution on a compact
and convex set of possible types.
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2.1 The Basic Model

2.1.1 Technology, Preferences, and Information

Consider a consumer or a firm (the principal) who wants to delegate to an agent
the production of q units of a good. The value for the principal of these q units is
S"q# where S′ > 0, S′′ < 0 and S"0# = 0. The marginal value of the good is thus
positive and strictly decreasing with the number of units bought by the principal.

The production cost of the agent is unobservable to the principal, but it is
common knowledge that the fixed cost is F and that the marginal cost $ belongs
to the set % = &$' $̄(. The agent can be either efficient "$# or inefficient "$̄# with
respective probabilities ) and 1− ). In other words, he has the cost function

C"q' $# = $q + F with probability ) (2.1)

or
C"q' $̄# = $̄q + F with probability 1− )! (2.2)

We denote by *$ = $̄ − $ > 0 the spread of uncertainty on the agent’s marginal
cost. When taking his production decision the agent is informed about his type $.
We stress that this information structure is exogenously given to the players.5

2.1.2 Contracting Variables

The economic variables of the problem we consider thereafter are the quantity
produced q and the transfer t received by the agent. Let ! be the set of feasible
allocations. Formally, we have

! = &"q' t# +q ∈ "+' t ∈ "(! (2.3)

These variables are both observable and verifiable by a third party such as a benev-
olent court of law. They can thus be included in a contract which can be enforced
with appropriate out-of-equilibrium penalties if either the principal or the agent
deviates from the requested output and transfer.

2.1.3 Timing

For most of the book, unless explicitly stated, we will maintain the timing defined
in figure 2.1, where A denotes the agent and P the principal.

5We will discuss the endogeneity of the information structure in chapter 9.
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Figure 2.1: Timing of Contracting Under Adverse Selection

Note that contracts are offered at the interim stage; there is already asymmetric
information between the contracting parties when the principal makes his offer.6

2.2 The Complete Information Optimal Contract

2.2.1 First-Best Production Levels

First suppose that there is no asymmetry of information between the principal and
the agent. The efficient production levels are obtained by equating the principal’s
marginal value and the agent’s marginal cost. Hence, first-best outputs are given
by the following first-order conditions

S′"q∗# = $ (2.4)

and
S′"q̄∗# = $̄! (2.5)

The complete information efficient production levels q∗ and q̄∗ should be both
carried out if their social values, respectively W ∗ = S"q∗# − $q∗ − F and %W ∗ =
S"q̄∗#− $̄q̄∗ − F , are non-negative. The social value of production when the agent
is efficient, W ∗, is greater than when he is inefficient, namely %W ∗. Indeed, we
have S"q∗# − $q∗ ≥ S"q̄∗# − $q̄∗ by definition of q∗, which maximizes S"q# − $q

and S"q̄∗#− $q̄∗ ≥ S"q̄∗#− $̄q̄∗ because $̄ > $. For trade to be always carried out,
it is thus enough that production be socially valuable for the least efficient type,
i.e., the following condition must be satisfied

%W ∗ = S"q̄∗#− $̄q̄∗ − F ≥ 0' (2.6)

6For reasons that we do not discuss now, the principal did not have the opportunity to offer a
contract to the agent before t = 0. We return to this issue later, in section 2.11, where we also
analyze the case of ex ante contracting.
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a hypothesis that we will maintain throughout this chapter. As the fixed cost F
plays no role other than justifying the existence of a single agent, it is set to zero
from now on in order to simplify notations.7

Note that, since the principal’s marginal value of output is decreasing, the
optimal production levels defined by (2.4) and (2.5) are such that q∗ > q̄∗, i.e.,
the optimal production of an efficient agent is greater than that of an inefficient
agent.

2.2.2 Implementation of the First-Best

For a successful delegation of the task, the principal must offer the agent a utility
level that is at least as high as the utility level that the agent obtains outside the
relationship (for each value of the cost parameter). We refer to these constraints
as the agent’s participation constraints. If we normalize to zero the agent’s out-
side opportunity utility level (sometimes called his status quo utility level),8 these
participation constraints are written as

t − $q ≥ 0' (2.7)

t̄ − $̄q̄ ≥ 0! (2.8)

To implement the first-best production levels, the principal can make the
following take-it-or-leave-it offers to the agent: If $ = $̄ (resp. $), the principal offers
the transfer t̄∗ (resp. t∗) for the production level q̄∗ (resp. q∗) with t̄∗ = $̄q̄∗ (resp.
t∗ = $q∗). Whatever his type, the agent accepts the offer and makes zero profit.
The complete information optimal contracts are thus "t∗' q∗# if $ = $ and "t̄∗' q̄∗#

if $ = $̄.
Importantly, under complete information delegation is costless for the princi-

pal, who achieves the same utility level that he would get if he was carrying out
the task himself (with the same cost function as the agent).

2.2.3 A Graphical Representation of the Complete
Information Optimal Contract

In figure 2.2, we draw the indifference curves of a $-agent (heavy curves) and of
a $̄-agent (light curves) in the "q' t# space. The isoutility curves of both types cor-

7We come back to another possible role of the fixed cost in section 2.6.3.
8This debatable assumption is relaxed in section 3.3.
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Figure 2.2: Indifference Curves of Both Types

respond to increasing levels of utility when one moves in the northwest direction.
These indifference curves are straight lines with a slope $ corresponding to the
agent’s type. Since $̄ > $, the isoutility curves of the inefficient agent $̄ have a
greater slope than those of the efficient agent. Thus, the isoutility curves for dif-
ferent types cross only once. Throughout this chapter and the next one we will
come back several times to this important property called the single-crossing or
Spence-Mirrlees property.

The complete information optimal contract is finally represented in figure 2.3
by the pair of points "A∗'B∗#. For each of those two points, the strictly concave
indifference curve of the principal is tangent to the zero rent isoutility curve of
the corresponding type. Note that the isoutility curves of the principal correspond
to increasing levels of utility when one moves in the southeast direction. Thus the
principal reaches a higher profit when dealing with the efficient type. We denote
by %V ∗ (resp. V ∗) the principal’s level of utility when he faces the $̄- (resp. $-) type.
Because the principal has all the bargaining power in designing the contract, we
have %V ∗ = %W ∗ (resp. V ∗ = W ∗) under complete information.

Remark: In Figure 2.3, the payment t∗ is greater than t̄∗, but we note
that t∗ can be greater or smaller than t̄∗ depending on the curvature
of the function S"·#, as it can be easily seen graphically.
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Figure 2.3: First-Best Contracts

2.3 Incentive Feasible Menu of Contracts

2.3.1 Incentive Compatibility and Participation

Suppose now that the marginal cost $ is the agent’s private information and
let us consider the case where the principal offers the menu of contracts
&"t∗' q∗#, "t̄∗' q̄∗#( hoping that an agent with type $ will select "t∗' q∗# and an
agent with type $̄ will select instead "t̄∗' q̄∗#.

From Figure 2.3, we see that B∗ is preferred to A∗ by both types of agents.
Indeed, the $-agent’s isoutility curve that passes through B∗ corresponds to a posi-
tive utility level instead of a zero utility level at A∗. The $̄-agent’s isoutility curve
that passes through A∗ corresponds to a negative utility level, which is less than the
zero utility level this type gets by choosing B∗. Offering the menu "A∗'B∗# fails to
have the agents self-selecting properly within this menu. The efficient type mimics
the inefficient one and selects also contract B∗. The complete information optimal
contracts can no longer be implemented under asymmetric information. We will
thus say that the menu of contracts &"t∗' q∗#, "t̄∗' q̄∗#( is not incentive compatible.
This leads us to definition 2.1:
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Definition 2.1: A menu of contracts &"t' q#, "t̄' q̄#( is incentive compatible
when "t' q# is weakly9 preferred to "t̄' q̄# by agent $ and "t̄' q̄# is weakly
preferred to "t' q# by agent $̄.

Mathematically, these requirements amount to the fact that the allocations must
satisfy the following incentive compatibility constraints

t − $q ≥ t̄ − $q̄ (2.9)

and
t̄ − $̄q̄ ≥ t − $̄q! (2.10)

Remark: Importantly, we do not presume the existence of any com-
munication between the principal and the agent. We will address the
issue of communication more fully in section 2.9. Incentive compati-
bility constraints should be mainly understood as constraints on final
allocations, i.e., on the agent’s choices. At a general level, those con-
straints are thus similar to the simple revealed preference arguments
used in standard consumption theory.10

Furthermore, for a menu to be accepted, it must yield to each type at least
his outside opportunity level. The following two participation constraints must be
satisfied:

t − $q ≥ 0' (2.11)

t̄ − $̄q̄ ≥ 0! (2.12)

Together, incentive and participation constraints define a set of incentive feasible
allocations achievable through a menu of contracts. This leads us to definition 2.2:

Definition 2.2: A menu of contracts is incentive feasible if it satisfies both
incentive and participation constraints (2.9) through (2.12).

The inequalities (2.9) through (2.12) fully characterize the set of incentive
feasible menus of contracts. The restrictions embodied in this set express additional
constraints imposed on the allocation of resources by asymmetric information
between the principal and the agent.11' 12

9In order to define incentive compatibility, it is common to impose weak rather than strong
preference. At an - cost for the principal, strict preference is easily obtained.

10See Varian (1992, chap. 3) for instance.
11It is straightforward to check that the set of incentive feasible contracts is nonempty.
12We show in section 2.9 that there is no loss of generality in considering menus of two contracts.

Accordingly, inequalities (2.9) through (2.12) characterize those constraints.
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2.3.2 Special Cases

• Bunching or Pooling Contracts: A first special case of incentive fea-
sible menu of contracts is obtained when the contracts targeted for
each type coincide, i.e., when t = t̄ = tp, q = q̄ = qp and both types
of agent accept this contract. For those contracts, we say that there is
bunching or pooling of types.
The incentive constraints are all trivially satisfied by these contracts.

Incentive compatibility is thus easy to satisfy, but at the cost of an
obvious loss of flexibility in allocations that are no longer dependent
on the state of nature. Only the participation constraints matter now.
However, the hardest participation constraint to satisfy is that of the
inefficient agent since inequality (2.12) implies inequality (2.11) for a
pooling contract.

• Shutdown of the Least Efficient Type: Another particular case occurs
when one of the contracts is the null contract "0' 0# and the nonzero
contract "ts' qs# is only accepted by the efficient type. Then, (2.9) and
(2.11) both reduce to

ts − $qs ≥ 0! (2.13)

The incentive constraint of the bad type reduces to

0 ≥ ts − $̄qs! (2.14)

If the inequality (2.14) is strict, only the efficient type accepts the contract. With
such a contract, the principal gives up production if the agent is a $̄-type. We will
say that it is a contract with shutdown of the least efficient type.

As with the pooling contract just seen above, the benefit of the "0' 0# option
is that it somewhat reduces the number of constraints since the incentive (2.9)
and the participation (2.11) constraints take the same form. Of course, the cost
of such a contract may be an excessive screening of types. Here, the screening of
types takes the rather extreme form of excluding the least efficient type.

2.3.3 Monotonicity Constraints

Incentive compatibility constraints reduce the set of feasible allocations. Moreover,
in well-behaved incentive problems these constraints put lots of structure on the
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set of feasible profiles of quantities. These quantities must generally satisfy a mono-
tonicity constraint which does not exist under complete information. In our simple
model, adding (2.9) and (2.10) immediately yields

q ≥ q̄! (2.15)

Independently of the principal’s preferences, incentive compatibility alone implies
that the production level requested from a $̄-agent cannot be higher than the
one requested from a $-agent. We will call condition (2.15) an implementability
condition. Any pair of outputs "q' q̄# that is implementable, i.e., that can be reached
by an incentive compatible contract, must satisfy this condition which is here
necessary and sufficient for implementability.

Indeed, suppose that (2.15) holds; it is clear that there exists transfers t̄ and t
such that the incentive constraints (2.9) and (2.10) both hold. It is enough to take
those transfers such that

$̄"q̄ − q# ≤ t̄ − t ≤ $"q̄ − q#! (2.16)

Remark: In our two-type model, the conditions for implementability
take a simple form. More generally, with more than two types (or
with a continuum), the characterization of these conditions might get
harder, as we demonstrate in appendix 3.1 and in section 3.1. The
conditions for implementability are also more difficult to characterize
when the agent performs several tasks on behalf of the principal (see
section 2.10).

2.4 Information Rents

To understand the structure of the optimal contract it is useful to introduce the
concept of information rent.

We saw in section 2.2 that, under complete information, the principal (who
has all the bargaining power by assumption) is able to maintain all types of agents
at their zero status quo utility level. Their respective utility levels U ∗ and %U ∗ at
the first-best satisfy

U ∗ = t∗ − $q∗ = 0 (2.17)

and

%U ∗ = t̄∗ − $̄q̄∗ = 0! (2.18)

Generally this will not be possible anymore under incomplete information, at least
when the principal wants both types of agents to be active.
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Take any menu &"t̄' q̄#, "t' q#( of incentive feasible contracts and consider the
utility level that a $-agent would get by mimicking a $̄-agent. By doing so, he
would get

t̄ − $q̄ = t̄ − $̄q̄ + *$q̄ = %U + *$q̄! (2.19)

Even if the $̄-agent utility level is reduced to its lowest utility level fixed at
zero, i.e., %U = t̄ − $̄q̄ = 0, the $-agent benefits from an information rent *$q̄
coming from his ability to possibly mimic the less efficient type. So, as long as the
principal insists on a positive output for the inefficient type, q̄ > 0, the principal
must give up a positive rent to a $-agent. This information rent is generated by the
informational advantage of the agent over the principal. The principal’s problem is
to determine the smartest way to give up the rent provided by any given incentive
feasible contract.

In what follows, we use the notations U = t − $q and %U = t̄ − $̄q̄ to denote
the respective information rent of each type.

2.5 The Optimization Program of the Principal

According to our timing of the contractual game, the principal must offer a menu
of contracts before knowing which type of agent he is facing. Therefore, he will
compute the benefit of any menu of contracts &"t' q#, "t̄' q̄#( in expected terms.
The principal’s problem writes as

(P ): max
&"t̄' q̄#,"t' q#(

)
!
S"q#− t

"
+ "1− )#

!
S"q̄#− t̄

"

subject to (2.9) to (2.12).

Using the definition of the information rents U = t− $q and %U = t̄− $̄q̄, we can
replace transfers in the principal’s objective function as functions of information
rents and outputs so that the new optimization variables are now &"U' q#, "%U' q̄#(.
This change of variables will sharpen our economic interpretations all along the
book. The focus on information rents enables us to assess the distributive impact of
asymmetric information. The focus on outputs allows us to analyze its impact on
allocative efficiency and the overall gains from trade. Instead of viewing allocations
as transfer-output pairs, this change of variable stresses that those allocations can
be considered as information rent-output pairs. Thus an allocation corresponds to
a volume of trade and a distribution of the gains from trade between the principal
and the agent.
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With this change of variables, the principal’s objective function can then be
rewritten as

)
!
S"q#− $q

"
+ "1− )#

!
S"q̄#− $̄q̄

"
# $% &

Expected Allocative Efficiency

−
!
)U + "1− )#%U

"
!

# $% &
Expected Information Rent

(2.20)

This new expression clearly shows that the principal wishes to maximize the
expected social value of trade minus the expected rent of the agent.13 The principal
is ready to accept some distortions away from efficiency in order to decrease the
agent’s information rent. We see below precisely how.

The incentive constraints (2.9) and (2.10), written in terms of information
rents and outputs, are respectively

U ≥ %U + *$q̄' (2.21)

%U ≥ U − *$q! (2.22)

The participation constraints (2.11) and (2.12) become respectively

U ≥ 0' (2.23)

%U ≥ 0! (2.24)

The principal wishes to solve problem "P # below:

(P ): max
&"U' q#,"%U' q̄#(

)"S"q#− $q#+ "1− )#"S"q̄#− $̄q̄#− ")U + "1− )#%U #

subject to (2.21) to (2.24).

We index the solution to this problem with a superscript SB, meaning second-best.

2.6 The Rent Extraction-Efficiency Trade-Off

2.6.1 The Optimal Contract Under Asymmetric Information

The major technical difficulty of problem "P #, and more generally of incentive
theory, is to determine which of the many constraints imposed by incentive com-
patibility and participation are the relevant ones, i.e., the binding ones at the
optimum of the principal’s problem.

13Note that a social utility maximizer putting an equal weight on the principal’s and the agent’s
expected utility in his objective function would be interested in maximizing expected allocative
efficiency only, without any concern for the distribution of information rents between the principal
and the agent. In this case, the first-best outputs would be also chosen. Asymmetric information then
would have no impact on allocative efficiency.
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A first approach could be to apply the Lagrangian techniques to problem "P #,
once one has checked that the problem is concave. Even in this two-type model
the number of constraints calls for a more practical route, where the modeler first
guesses which are the binding constraints and checks ex post that the omitted
constraints are indeed strictly satisfied. In a well-behaved incentive problem, this
route is certainly more fruitful. In our very simple model, such a strategy provides
a quick solution to the optimization problem. Moreover, it turns out to be more
useful to build the economic intuition behind this model.

Let us first consider contracts without shutdown, i.e., such that q̄ > 0. The
ability of the $-agent to mimic the $̄-agent implies that the $-agent’s participation
constraint (2.23) is always strictly satisfied. Indeed, (2.24) and (2.21) immediately
imply (2.23). If a menu of contracts enables an inefficient agent to reach his status
quo utility level, it will also be the case for an efficient agent who can produce at a
lower cost. Second, (2.22) also seems irrelevant because, as guessed from Section
2.3, the difficulty comes from a $-agent willing to claim that he is inefficient rather
than the reverse.

This simplification in the number of relevant constraints leaves us with only
two remaining constraints, the $-agent’s incentive constraint (2.21) and the $̄-
agent’s participation constraint (2.24). Of course, both constraints must be binding
at the optimum of the principal’s problem "P #. Suppose it is not so. Assume first
that %U = - > 0. Then the principal can decrease %U by - and consequently also
(from (2.21)) U by - and gain -. Therefore, %U = 0 is optimal. Also if U = *$q̄+ -,
- > 0, the principal can decrease U by - and gain )-. U = *$q̄ is also optimal.
Hence, we must have

U = *$q̄ (2.25)

and
%U = 0! (2.26)

Substituting (2.25) and (2.26) into (2.20), we obtain a reduced program "P ′# with
outputs as the only choice variables

"P ′#+ max
&"q' q̄#(

)
!
S"q#− $q

"
+ "1− )#

!
S"q̄#− $̄q̄

"
− )*$q̄!

Compared with the full information setting, asymmetric information alters the
principal’s optimization simply by the subtraction of the expected rent that has to
be given up to the efficient type. The inefficient type gets no rent, but the efficient
type $ gets the information rent that he could obtain by mimicking the inefficient
type $̄. This rent depends only on the level of production requested from this
inefficient type.

jsemedo

jsemedo
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Since the expected rent given up does not depend on the production level q
of the efficient type, the maximization of "P ′# calls for no distortion away from the
first-best for the efficient type’s output, namely

S′"qSB# = $ or qSB = q∗! (2.27)

However, maximization with respect to q̄ yields

"1− )#
!
S′"q̄SB#− $̄

"
= )*$! (2.28)

Increasing the inefficient agent’s output by an infinitesimal amount dq increases
allocative efficiency in this state of nature. The principal’s expected payoff is
improved by a term equal to the left-hand side of (2.28) times dq. At the same
time, this infinitesimal change in output also increases the efficient agent’s infor-
mation rent, and the principal’s expected payoff is diminished by a term equal to
the right-hand side above times dq.

At the second-best optimum, the principal is neither willing to increase nor to
decrease the inefficient agent’s output, and (2.28) expresses the important trade-off
between efficiency and rent extraction which arises under asymmetric information.
The expected marginal efficiency gain (resp. cost) and the expected marginal cost
(resp. gain) of the rent brought about by an infinitesimal increase (resp. decrease)
of the inefficient type’s output are equated.

To validate our approach based on the sole consideration of the efficient type’s
incentive constraint, it is necessary to check that the omitted incentive constraint
of an inefficient agent is satisfied, i.e., 0 ≥ *$q̄SB − *$qSB. This latter inequality
follows from the monotonicity of the second-best schedule of outputs since we
have qSB = q∗ > q̄∗ > q̄SB.

For further references, it is useful to summarize the main features of the
optimal contract (assuming that it is a contract without shutdown).

Proposition 2.1: Under asymmetric information, the optimal menu of
contracts entails:

• No output distortion for the efficient type with respect to the first-best,
qSB = q∗. A downward output distortion for the inefficient type, q̄SB < q̄∗

with

S′"q̄SB# = $̄ + )

1− )
*$! (2.29)

• Only the efficient type gets a positive information rent given by

USB = *$q̄SB! (2.30)

• The second-best transfers are respectively given by tSB = $q∗ + *$q̄SB

and t̄ SB = $̄q̄SB.
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2.6.2 A Graphical Representation of the Second-Best Outcome

Starting from the complete information optimal contract "A∗'B∗# that is not incen-
tive compatible, we can construct an incentive compatible contract "B∗'C# with
the same production levels by giving a higher transfer to the agent producing q∗

(figure 2.4). The contract C is on the $-agent’s indifference curve passing through
B∗. Hence, the $-agent is now indifferent between B∗ and C. "B∗'C# becomes an
incentive-compatible menu of contracts. The rent that is given up to the $-firm is
now *$q̄∗.

Rather than insisting on the first-best production level q̄∗ for an inefficient
type, the principal prefers to slightly decrease q̄ by an amount dq. By doing so,
expected efficiency is just diminished by a second-order term " 12 (S′′"q̄∗#("dq#2# since
q̄∗ is the first-best output that maximizes efficiency when the agent is inefficient.
Instead, the information rent left to the efficient type diminishes to the first-order
"*$dq#. Of course, the principal stops reducing the inefficient type’s output when
a further decrease would have a greater efficiency cost than the gain in reducing
the information rent it would bring about. The optimal trade-off finally occurs at
"ASB'BSB# as shown in figure 2.5.

Figure 2.4: Rent Needed to Implement the First-Best Outputs
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Figure 2.5: Optimal Second-Best Contracts ASB and BSB

2.6.3 Shutdown Policy

If the first-order condition in (2.29) has no positive solution, q̄SB should be set at
zero. We are in the special case of a contract with shutdown. BSB coincides with 0
and ASB with A∗ in figure 2.5. No rent is given up to the $-firm by the unique non-
null contract "t∗' q∗# offered and selected only by agent $. The shutdown of the
agent occurs when $ = $̄. With such a policy, a significant inefficiency emerges
because the inefficient type does not produce. The benefit of such a policy is that
no rent is given up to the efficient type.

More generally, such a shutdown policy is optimal when

)
!
S"q∗#− $q∗" ≥ )

!
S"qSB#− $qSB − *$q̄SB

"
+ "1− )#

!
S"q̄SB#− $̄q̄SB

"
(2.31)

or, noting that q∗ = qSB, when

)*$q̄SB ≥ "1− )#
!
S"q̄SB#− $̄q̄SB

"
! (2.32)

The left-hand side of (2.32) represents the expected cost of the efficient type’s
rent due to the presence of the inefficient one when the latter produces a positive
amount q̄SB. The right-hand side of (2.32) represents instead the expected benefit
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from transacting with the inefficient type at the second-best level of output. Shut-
down of the inefficient type is optimal when this expected benefit is lower than
the expected cost.

Remark: Looking again at the condition (2.29), we see that shutdown
is never desirable when the Inada condition S′"0# = +) is satisfied
and limq→0 S

′"q#q = 0. First, q̄SB defined by (2.29) is necessarily strictly
positive. Second, note that we can rewrite S"q̄SB# − "$̄ + )

1−)
*$#q̄SB

as S"q̄SB# − S′"q̄SB#q̄SB, which is strictly positive since S"q# − S′"q#q
is strictly increasing with q when S′′ < 0 and is equal to zero for
q = 0. Hence, S"q̄SB#− "$̄+ )

1−)
*$#q̄SB > 0 and shut-down of the least

efficient type does not occur.
The shutdown policy is also dependent on the status quo util-

ity levels. Suppose that, for both types, the status quo utility level is
U0 > 0. Then (2.32) becomes (dividing by 1− ))

)

1− )
*$q̄SB + U0 ≥ S"q̄SB#− $̄q̄SB! (2.33)

Therefore, for ) large enough, shutdown occurs14 even if the
Inada condition S′"0# = +) is satisfied. Note that this case also occurs
when the agent has a strictly positive fixed cost F > 0 (to see that, just
set U0 = F ).

Coming back to the principal’s problem "P #, the occurrence of shutdown can
also be interpreted as saying that the principal has, on top of the agent’s production,
another choice variable to solve the screening problem. This extra variable is the
subset of types, which are induced to produce a positive amount. Reducing the
subset of producing agents obviously reduces the rent of the most efficient type.
In our two-type model, exclusion of the least efficient type may thus be optimal.

2.7 The Theory of the Firm Under
Asymmetric Information

When the delegation of task occurs within the firm, a major conclusion of the
above analysis is that, because of asymmetric information, the firm does not max-
imize the social value of trade, or more precisely its profit—a maintained assump-
tion of most economic theory. This lack of allocative efficiency should not be

14Suppose on the contrary that (2.33) does not hold. Then q̄SB goes to zero as ) goes to one and
S"q̄SB#− $̄q̄SB as well as )

1−) *$q̄
SB go to zero. But then (2.33) must hold strictly for ) close enough

to one, a contradiction.
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considered as a failure in the rational use of resources within the firm. Indeed, the
point is that allocative efficiency is only one part of the principal’s objective. The
allocation of resources within the firm remains constrained optimal once informa-
tional constraints are fully taken into account.

This systematic deviation away from profit maximization can be interpreted
as an X-inefficiency à la Leibenstein (1966), who has stressed the management
failures that take place within the largest firms, i.e., those that are the most likely
to suffer from significant internal informational problems.

Williamson (1975) has also advanced the view that various transaction costs
may impede the achievement of economic transactions. Among the many ori-
gins of these costs, Williamson stresses informational impactedness as an important
source of inefficiency. Clearly, even in a world with a costless enforcement of
contracts, a major source of allocative inefficiency is the existence of asymmet-
ric information between trading partners. Of course, another important insight of
Williamson’s analysis is that transaction costs may be mitigated by the choice of
convenient organizational forms. This point does not contradict our interpreta-
tion of transaction costs as coming from informational problems if one is ready to
accept the view that various organizational forms generate different degrees and
costs of asymmetric information between partners, an issue which is clearly high
on the current research agenda of organization theory.15

The idea that various organizational forms are associated with different infor-
mation structures has been used by some authors to provide a theory of vertical
integration. Arrow (1975) suggested that an upstream firm may want to integrate
backward and acquire a downstream supplier to reduce the extent of asymmetric
information between those two units. An obvious limitation of this approach is
that it takes as exogenous the fact that vertical integration improves information.
This exogeneity has led to an important debate over the last fifteen years between
proponents of this idea (for instance, Williamson 1985) and opponents (such as
Grossman and Hart 1986).

One last point is worth stressing. Even though asymmetric information gener-
ates allocative inefficiencies, those inefficiencies do not call for any public policy
motivated by reasons of pure efficiency. Indeed, any benevolent policymaker in
charge of correcting these inefficiencies would face the same informational con-
straints as the principal. The allocation obtained above is Pareto optimal in the set
of incentive feasible allocations or incentive Pareto optimal. Nevertheless, the pol-
icymaker might want to implement different trade-offs between efficiency and rent

15See Aghion and Tirole (1997).
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extraction, as we will see in section 2.15.1 in the archetypical case of regulatory
intervention. In this case redistribution would be the motivation for public policy.

2.8 Asymmetric Information and Marginal
Cost Pricing

Let us view the principal as acting for a set of consumers and the agent as a firm
producing a consumption good. The first-best rules defined by (2.4) and (2.5) can
be interpreted as price equal to marginal cost since consumers on the market will
equate their marginal utility of consumption to price.

Under asymmetric information, price equates marginal cost only when the
producing firm is efficient "$ = $#. Using (2.29), we immediately get the expression
of the price p"$̄# for the inefficient type’s output

p"$̄# = $̄ + )

1− )
*$! (2.34)

Price is higher than marginal cost in order to decrease the quantity q̄ produced by
the inefficient firm and reduce the efficient firm’s information rent. Alternatively,
we can say that price is equal to a generalized (or virtual16) marginal cost that
includes, in addition to the traditional marginal cost of the inefficient type $̄, an
information cost that is worth )

1−)
*$. What is required is to generalize the concept

of cost to include the information cost imposed by asymmetric information.

2.9 The Revelation Principle

In the above analysis, we have restricted the principal to offer a menu of con-
tracts, one for each possible type. First, one may wonder if a better outcome could
be achieved with a more complex contract allowing the agent possibly to choose
among more options. Second, one may also wonder whether some sort of com-
munication device between the agent and the principal could be used to transmit
information to the principal so that the latter can recommend outputs and pay-
ments as a function of transmitted information. The revelation principle ensures
that there is no loss of generality in restricting the principal to offer simple menus
having at most as many options as the cardinality of the type space. Those simple
menus are actually examples of direct revelation mechanisms for which we now
give a couple of definitions.

16To use the expression coined by Myerson (1979).
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Definition 2.3: A direct revelation mechanism is a mapping g"·# from %
to ! which writes as g"$# = "q"$#' t"$## for all $ belonging to %. The
principal commits to offer the transfer t"$̃# and the production level q"$̃#
if the agent announces the value $̃ for any $̃ belonging to %.

Definition 2.4: A direct revelation mechanism g"·# is truthful if it is incen-
tive compatible for the agent to announce his true type for any type, i.e.,
if the direct revelation mechanism satisfies the following incentive compat-
ibility constraints:

t"$#− $q"$# ≥ t"$̄#− $q"$̄#' (2.35)

t"$̄#− $̄q"$̄# ≥ t"$#− $̄q"$#! (2.36)

Denoting transfer and output for each possible report respectively as t"$# = t,
q"$# = q, t"$̄# = t̄ and q"$̄# = q̄, we get back to the notations of the previous
sections and in particular to the incentive constraints (2.9) and (2.10).

A more general mechanism can be obtained when communication between
the principal and the agent is more complex than simply having the agent report
his type to the principal. Let # be the message space offered to the agent by a
more general mechanism. This message space can be very complex. Conditionally,
on a given message m received from the agent, the principal requests a production
level q̃"m# and provides a corresponding payment t̃"m#.

Definition 2.5: A mechanism is a message space # and a mapping g̃"·#
from # to ! which writes as g̃"m# = "q̃"m#' t̃"m## for all m belonging
to #.

When facing such a mechanism, the agent with type $ chooses a best message
m∗"$# that17 is implicitly defined as

t̃"m∗"$##− $q̃"m∗"$## ≥ t̃"m̃#− $q̃"m̃# for all m̃ in #. (2.37)

The mechanism "#' g̃"·## induces therefore an allocation rule a"$# = "q̃"m∗"$##'
t̃"m∗"$### mapping the set of types % into the set of allocations !. Then we are
ready to state the revelation principle in the one agent case.

Proposition 2.2: The Revelation Principle. Any allocation rule a"$#
obtained with a mechanism "#' g̃"·## can also be implemented with a
truthful direct revelation mechanism.

17Possibly, the agent’s best response can be a correspondence without changing anything below;
just pick one of the possible maximizers and call it m∗"$#. The agent being indifferent between those
maximizers, one generally assumes that the allocation most preferred by the principal is selected.
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Figure 2.6: The Revelation Principle

Proof: The indirect mechanism "#' g̃"·## induces an allocation rule a"$# =
"q̃"m∗"$##' t̃"m∗"$### from % into !. By composition of g̃"·# and m∗"·#, we can con-
struct a direct revelation mechanism g"·# mapping % into !, namely g = g̃ +m∗,
or more precisely g"$# = "q"$#' t"$## ≡ g̃"m∗"$## = "q̃"m∗"$##' t̃"m∗"$### for all $
in %.

Figure 2.6 illustrates this construction, which is at the core of the revelation
principle.

We check now that the direct revelation mechanism g"·# is truthful. Indeed,
since (2.37) is true for all m̃, it holds in particular for m̃ = m∗"$′# for all $′ in %.
Thus we have

t̃"m∗"$##− $q̃"m∗"$## ≥ t̃"m∗"$′##− $q̃"m∗"$′## for all "$' $′# in %2. (2.38)

Finally, using the definition of g"·#, we get

t"$#− $q"$# ≥ t"$′#− $q"$′# for all "$' $′# in %2! (2.39)

Hence, the direct revelation mechanism g"·# is truthful.
Importantly, the revelation principle provides a considerable simplification of

contract theory. It enables us to restrict the analysis to a simple and well-defined
family of functions, the truthful direct revelation mechanisms.

Earlier analyses of the set of incentive compatible mechanisms took
place in multiagent environments because their focus was the pro-

vision of public good, bargaining, or voting problems. It is out of the scope
of this volume to discuss multiagent models, but let us briefly mention that
dominant strategy implementation requires that each agent’s best strategy is
to reveal his type truthfully whatever the reports made by the other agents.
Gibbard (1973) characterized the dominant strategy (nonrandom) mecha-
nisms (mappings from arbitrary strategy spaces into allocations) when feasible
allocations belong to a finite set and when there is no a priori information
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on the players’ preferences (which are strict orderings). He showed that such
mechanisms had to be dictatorial, i.e., they had to correspond to the optimal
choice of a single agent. As a corollary he showed that any voting mecha-
nism (i.e., direct revelation mechanism) for which the truth was a dominant
strategy was also dictatorial. In this environment, anything achievable by a
dominant strategy mechanism can also be achieved by a truthful direct rev-
elation mechanism. So, Gibbard proved one version of the revelation prin-
ciple indirectly. For the case of quasi-linear preferences, Green and Laffont
(1977) defined dominant-strategy, truthful direct revelation mechanisms and
proved directly that, for any other dominant strategy mechanism, there is
an equivalent truthful direct revelation mechanism (and they characterized
the class of these mechanisms). Dasgupta, Hammond, and Maskin (1979)
extended this direct proof to any family of preferences. The revelation prin-
ciple can be extended to settings where several agents are privately informed
about their own types with the less demanding concept of Bayesian-Nash
equilibrium. In such a Bayesian context, the revelation principle requires that
each agent’s truthful report of his own type is a Bayesian-Nash equilibrium
(Myerson 1979). The expression “the revelation principle” finally appeared
in Myerson (1981).

2.10 A More General Utility Function for the Agent

Still keeping quasi-linear utility functions, let U = t−C"q' $# now be the agent’s
objective function with the assumptions: Cq > 0, C$ > 0, Cqq > 0 and Cqq$ > 0.
The generalization of the Spence-Mirrlees property used so far is now Cq$ > 0.
This latter condition still ensures that the different types of the agent have indif-
ference curves which cross each other at most once. It is obviously satisfied in
the linear case C"q' $# = $q that was analyzed before. Economically, this Spence-
Mirrlees property is quite clear; it simply says that a more efficient type is also
more efficient at the margin.

The analysis of the set of implementable allocations proceeds closely, as was
done previously. Incentive feasible allocations satisfy the following incentive and
participation constraints:

U = t −C"q' $# ≥ t̄ −C"q̄' $#' (2.40)

%U = t̄ −C"q̄' $̄# ≥ t −C"q' $̄#' (2.41)

U = t −C"q' $# ≥ 0' (2.42)

%U = t̄ −C"q̄' $̄# ≥ 0! (2.43)
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2.10.1 The Optimal Contract

Following the same steps as in section 2.5, the incentive constraint of an efficient
type in (2.40) and the participation constraint for the inefficient type in (2.43)
are the two relevant constraints for optimization. These constraints rewrite respec-
tively as

U ≥ %U +."q̄# (2.44)

where ."q̄# = C"q̄' $̄#−C"q̄' $# (with .′ > 0 and .′′ > 0 from the assumptions
made on C"·#) and

%U ≥ 0! (2.45)

Those constraints are both binding at the second-best optimum, which leads to
the following expression of the efficient type’s rent

U = ."q̄#! (2.46)

Since .′ > 0, reducing the inefficient agent’s output also reduces, as in Sec-
tion 2.6, the efficient agent’s information rent.

With the assumptions made on C"·#, one can also check that the principal’s
objective function is strictly concave with respect to outputs. The solution of the
principal’s program can finally be summarized as follows:

Proposition 2.3: With general preferences satisfying the Spence-Mirrlees
property, Cq$ > 0, the optimal menu of contracts entails:

• No output distortion with respect to the first-best outcome for the efficient
type, qSB = q∗ with

S′"q∗# = Cq"q
∗' $#! (2.47)

A downward output distortion for the inefficient type, q̄SB < q̄∗ with

S′"q̄∗# = Cq"q̄
∗' $̄# (2.48)

and

S′"q̄SB# = Cq"q̄
SB' $̄#+ )

1− )
.′"q̄SB#! (2.49)

• Only the efficient type gets a positive information rent given by USB =
."q̄SB#.

• The second-best transfers are respectively given by tSB = C"q∗' $# +
."q̄SB# and t̄ SB = C"q̄SB' $̄#.
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The first-order conditions (2.47) and (2.49) characterize the optimal solution
if the neglected incentive constraint (2.41) is satisfied. For this to be true, we need
to have

t̄ SB −C"q̄SB' $̄# ≥ tSB −C"qSB' $#+C"qSB' $#−C"qSB' $̄#' (2.50)

which amounts to

0 ≥ ."q̄SB#−."qSB#! (2.51)

We have .′ > 0 from the Spence-Mirrlees property, hence (2.51) is equivalent
to q̄SB ≤ qSB. But from our assumptions we easily derive that qSB = q∗ > q̄∗ >
q̄SB.18 So the Spence-Mirrlees property guarantees that only the efficient type’s
incentive constraint has to be taken into account.

The critical role played by the Spence-Mirrlees property in simplifying the
problem will appear more clearly in models with more than two types.19

Remark: The Spence-Mirrlees property is more generally a constant
sign condition20 on Cq$. If Cq$ < 0, then Proposition 2.3 is unchanged
except that now the inefficient type’s output is distorted upwards q̄SB >
q̄∗ > q∗. Indeed, in such a model, the first-best production level of
the inefficient type is higher than that level for the efficient type.
Moreover, the information rent of the efficient type is still ."q̄# =
C"q̄' $̄# − C"q̄' $#, but now an increase of q̄ is required to decrease
this rent because Cq$ < 0.

2.10.2 Nonresponsiveness

Coming back to our linear specification of the agent’s cost function, let us assume
that the principal’s return from contracting depends also directly on $ and is written
as S"q' $#. This is an instance of a common value model where the agent’s type
directly affects the principal’s utility function. On top of the usual assumptions of
a positive and decreasing marginal value of trade, we also assume that Sq$ > 1.
This latter assumption simply means that the marginal gross value of trade for the
principal increases quickly with the agent’s type. For instance, the efficient agent

18By definition of q∗, S′"q∗# = Cq"q
∗' $# < Cq"q

∗' $̄# because Cq$ > 0. Hence, using the fact that
S"q# − C"q' $̄# is concave in q and maximum for q̄∗, we have q∗ > q̄∗. Moreover, .′ > 0 implies
that S′"q̄SB# > Cq"q̄

SB' $̄#. Thus, we also have q̄SB < q̄∗.
19See Section 3.1 and Appendix 3.1 below.
20In Guesnerie and Laffont (1984), the Spence-Mirrlees property is called the constant sign (CS+

or CS−) assumption.
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produces a lower quality good than the inefficient one, and the principal prefers a
high quality good.

The first-best productions are now defined by Sq"q
∗' $# = $ and Sq"q̄

∗' $̄# =
$̄. With our assumption on Sq$, the first-best production schedule is such that
q∗ < q̄∗, i.e., it does not satisfy the monotonicity condition in (2.15) implied by
incentive compatibility.21

In this case, there exists a strong conflict between the principal’s desire to
have the $̄-type produce more than the $-agent for pure efficiency reasons and
the monotonicity condition imposed by asymmetric information. This is what
Guesnerie and Laffont (1984) call a phenomenon of nonresponsiveness in their
general analysis of the principal-agent’s model with a continuum of types. This
phenomenon makes screening of types quite difficult. Indeed, the second-best opti-
mum induces screening only when qSB = q∗ and q̄SB defined by

Sq"q̄
SB' $̄# = $̄ + )

1− )
*$ (2.52)

satisfy the monotonicity condition qSB ≥ q̄SB. However, when ) is small enough,
q̄SB defined in (2.52) is close to the first-best outcome q̄∗. Thus, we have q̄SB > qSB,
and the monotonicity condition (2.15) is violated. Nonresponsiveness forces the
principal to use a pooling allocation. Figure 2.7 illustrates this nonresponsiveness.

As in figure 2.4, the pair of first-best contracts "A∗'B∗# is not incentive com-
patible. But, contrary to the case of section 2.6.2, the contract C, which makes the
$-type indifferent to whether he tells the truth or takes contract B∗, is not incentive
compatible for the $̄-type who also strictly prefers C to B∗.

One possibility to restore incentive compatibility would be to distort q̄ down
to q∗, which would decrease the $-type’s information rent to yield contract D while
still preserving incentive compatibility for both types. By this action we would
obtain a pooling allocation at D. However, the principal can do better by choosing
another pooling allocation, which is obtained by moving along the zero isoutility
line of a $̄-type. Indeed, the best pooling allocation solves problem "P # below:

max
&"qp'tp#(

)S"qp' $#+ "1− )#S"qp' $̄#− tp(P ):

subject to

tp − $qp ≥ 0 (2.53)

tp − $̄qp ≥ 0! (2.54)

21Differentiating the expression and defining implicitly the first-best q∗"$# by Sq"q
∗"$#' $# = $, we

get dq∗
d$ "$# =

1−Sq$
Sqq

> 0.
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The harder participation constraint is obviously that of the least efficient type,
namely (2.54). Hence, the optimal solution is characterized by

)Sq"q
p' $#+ "1− )#Sq"q

p' $̄# = $̄ (2.55)

and

tp = $̄qp' (2.56)

with qp < q̄∗ because Sq$ > 0.
This pooling contract is represented by point E in figure 2.7 (which can

be to the left or to the right of D) where the indifference curve (the heavy line
through E) of the principal corresponds to the “average” utility function 'S"q#− t =
)S"q' $#+ "1− )#S"q' $̄#− t.

In summary, when nonresponsiveness occurs, the sharp conflict between the
principal’s preferences and the incentive constraints (which reflect the agent’s pref-
erences) makes it impossible to use any information transmitted by the agent about
his type.

Figure 2.7: Nonresponsiveness
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2.10.3 More than Two Goods

Let us now assume that the agent is producing a whole vector of goods q =
"q1' ! ! ! ' qn# for the principal. The agent’s cost function becomes C"q' $# with C"·#
being strictly convex in q. The value for the principal of consuming this whole
bundle is now S"q# with S"·# being strictly concave in q.

In this multi-output incentive problem, the principal is interested in a whole
set of activities carried out simultaneously by the agent. It is straightforward to
check that the efficient agent’s information rent is now written as U = ."q# with
."q# = C"q' $̄#−C"q' $#.

This leads to second-best optimal outputs. The efficient type produces the
first-best vector of outputs qSB = q∗ with

Sqi
"q∗# = Cqi

"q∗' $# for all i in &1' ! ! ! 'n(. (2.57)

The inefficient type’s vector of outputs q̄SB is instead characterized by the
first-order conditions

Sqi
"q̄SB# = Cqi

"q̄SB' $̄#+ )

1− )
.qi

"q̄SB# for all i in &1' ! ! ! 'n(, (2.58)

which generalizes the distortion of models with a single good.
Without further specifying the value and cost functions, it is hard to compare

the second-best outputs a priori with the first-best outputs defined by the following
n first-order conditions:

Sqi
"q̄∗# = Cqi

"q̄∗' $̄#' for all i in &1' ! ! ! 'n(. (2.59)

Indeed, it may well be the case that the n first-order conditions (2.58) define
a vector of outputs with some components q̄SB

i above q̄∗
i for a subset of indices i.

Turning now to incentive compatibility, summing the incentive constraints
U ≥ %U +."q̄# and %U ≥ U −."q# for any incentive feasible contract yields

."q# = C"q' $̄#−C"q̄' $̄#

≥ C"q' $#−C"q̄' $#

= ."q̄# for all implementable pairs "q̄' q#. (2.60)

Obviously, this condition is satisfied if the Spence-Mirrlees property Cqi$
> 0

holds for each output i and if the monotonicity conditions q̄i < q
i
for all i are

satisfied. Inequality (2.60) is indeed satisfied for the second-best solution (2.58),
because then q̄SB

i < q̄∗
i < q∗

i
= qSB

i
for all i. However, the reverse is not true. It

might well be the case that q̄SB
i > qSB

i
= q∗

i
for some output i and the condition

(2.60), which is a condition on the whole vector of outputs, nevertheless still holds
for the second-best vector of outputs q∗ and q̄SB.
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So, in general, the implementability condition (2.60) in a multi-output envi-
ronment is more complex than the simple monotonicity condition found in a
single-good setting.

2.11 Ex Ante versus Ex Post Participation Constraints

As we have already mentioned, in most of our discussion dealing with the case of
adverse selection, we consider the case of contracts offered at the interim stage,
i.e., once the agent already knows his type. However, sometimes the principal and
the agent can contract at the ex ante stage, i.e., before the agent discovers his type.
For instance, the contours of the firm may be designed before the agent receives
any piece of information on his productivity. In this section, we characterize the
optimal contract for this alternative timing under various assumptions about the
risk aversion of the two players.

2.11.1 Risk Neutrality

Suppose that, instead of contracting after the agent has discovered $, the principal
and the agent meet and contract ex ante, i.e., before the agent obtains infor-
mation. If the agent is risk neutral, his ex ante participation constraint is now
written as

)U + "1− )#%U ≥ 0! (2.61)

This ex ante participation constraint replaces the two interim participation con-
straints (2.23) and (2.24) in problem "P #. What matters now to ensure participation
is that the agent’s expected information rent remains non-negative.

From (2.20), we see that the principal’s objective function is decreasing in
the agent’s expected information rent. Ideally, the principal wants to impose a zero
expected rent to the agent and have (2.61) be binding.

Moreover, the principal must structure the rents U and %U to ensure that
the wedge between those two levels is such that the incentive constraints (2.21)
and (2.22) remain satisfied. An example of such a rent distribution that is both
incentive compatible and satisfies the ex ante participation constraint with an
equality is

U ∗ = "1− )#*$q̄∗ > 0 and %U ∗ = −)*$q̄∗ < 0! (2.62)

With such a rent distribution, the optimal contract implements the first-best out-
puts without cost from the principal’s point of view as long as the first-best is
monotonic as requested by the implementability condition. This may not be the
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case, for instance, when the nonresponsiveness property holds, as in section 2.10.2.
In that case, even under ex ante contracting and risk neutrality some inefficiency
still arises.22

In the contract defined by (2.62), the agent is rewarded when he is efficient
and punished when he turns out to be inefficient. There must be some risk in
the distribution of information rents to induce information revelation, but this risk
is costless for the principal because of the agent’s risk neutrality. However, to be
feasible, such an ex ante contract requires a strong ability of the court of law to
enforce contracts that could possibly lead to a negative payoff when a bad state of
nature realizes.23

Proposition 2.4: When the agent is risk neutral and contracting takes
place ex ante, the optimal incentive contract implements the first-best
outcome.

Remark: The principal has in fact much more leeway in structuring
the rents U and %U in such a way that the incentive constraints (2.21)
and (2.22) hold and the ex ante participation constraint (2.61) is an
equality. Consider the following contracts &"t∗' q∗#, "t̄∗' q̄∗#( where t∗ =
S"q∗#− T ∗ and t̄∗ = S"q̄∗#− T ∗, with T ∗ being a lump-sum payment
to be defined below. This contract is incentive compatible since

t∗ − $q∗ = S"q∗#− $q∗ − T ∗ > t̄∗ − $q̄∗ = S"q̄∗#− $q̄∗ − T ∗ (2.63)

by definition of q∗, and

t̄∗ − $̄q̄∗ = S"q̄∗#− $̄q̄∗ − T ∗ > t∗ − $̄q∗ = S"q∗#− $̄q∗ − T ∗ (2.64)

by definition of q̄∗.
Note that the incentive compatibility constraints are now strict

inequalities. Moreover, the fixed-fee T ∗ can be used to satisfy the
agent’s ex ante participation constraint with an equality by choosing
T ∗ = )"S"q∗#− $q∗#+ "1− )#"S"q̄∗#− $̄q̄∗#.

This implementation of the first-best outcome amounts to having
the principal selling the benefit of the relationship to the risk-neutral
agent for a fixed up-front payment T ∗. The agent benefits from the full
value of the good and trades off the value of any production against
its cost just as if he was an efficiency maximizer. We will say that the
agent is residual claimant for the firm’s profit.24

22So, one cannot conclude that the distortions imposed by incentive compatibility in the model
of section 2.1 are only due to the inability to contract before $ is revealed to the agent, i.e., to some
sort of contractual incompleteness. Some distortions may still arise with ex ante contracting.

23See section 9.2 for a weakening of this enforceability condition.
24We will obtain a similar first-best implementation under moral hazard in chapter 4.
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Harris and Raviv (1979) proposed a theory of the firm as a mech-
anism allocating resources at the ex ante stage. The first best allo-

cation remains implementable when the firm has a strong ability to enforce
contracts.

2.11.2 Risk Aversion

A Risk-Averse Agent
The previous section has shown us that the implementation of the first-best is
feasible with risk neutrality. The counterpart of this implementation is that the
agent is subject to a significant amount of risk. Such a risk is obviously costly if
the agent is risk-averse.

Consider now a risk-averse agent with a Von Neumann–Morgenstern utility
function u"·# defined on his monetary gains t− $q, such that u′ > 0, u′′ < 0 and
u"0# = 0. We suppose, as in section 2.11.1, that the contract between the prin-
cipal and the agent is signed before the agent discovers his type.25 The incentive
constraints are unchanged but the agent’s ex ante participation constraint is now
written as

)u"U #+ "1− )#u"%U # ≥ 0! (2.65)

As usual, we guess a solution such that (2.22) is slack at the optimum, and we let
the reader check this ex post. The principal’s program reduces now to

max
&"%U' q̄#,"U' q#(

)"S"q#− $q − U #+ "1− )#"S"q̄#− $̄q̄ − %U #'(P ):

subject to (2.21) and (2.65).

We summarize the solution in the next proposition.26

Proposition 2.5: When the agent is risk-averse and contracting takes
place ex ante, the optimal menu of contracts entails:

• No output distortion for the efficient type qSB = q∗. A downward output
distortion for the inefficient type q̄SB < q̄∗, with

S′"q̄SB# = $̄ + )"u′"%USB#− u′"USB##

)u′"USB#+ "1− )#u′"%USB#
*$! (2.66)

25If the contract is signed after the risk-averse agent discovers his type, the solution is the same as
with risk neutrality (proposition 2.1) since interim participation and incentive constraints take the
same form as with risk neutrality.

26See appendix 2.1 for the proof.
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• Both (2.21) and (2.65) are the only binding constraints. The efficient
(resp. inefficient) type gets a strictly positive (resp. negative) ex post
information rent, USB > 0 > %USB.

With risk aversion, the principal can no longer costlessly structure the agent’s
information rents to ensure the efficient type’s incentive compatibility constraint,
contrary to section 2.11.1. Creating a wedge between U and %U to satisfy (2.21)
makes the risk-averse agent bear some risk. To guarantee the participation of the
risk-averse agent, the principal must now pay a risk premium. Reducing this pre-
mium calls for a downward reduction in the inefficient type’s output so that the
risk borne by the agent is lower. As expected, the agent’s risk aversion leads the
principal to weaken the incentives.

For the constant absolute risk aversion utility function u"x# = 1−exp"−rx#
r

,
(2.66) leads to a closed-form expression for output:

S′"q̄SB# = $̄ + )

1− )
*$

(
1− 1

) + "1− )# exp"r*$q̄SB#

)
! (2.67)

Also, the efficient agent’s ex post utility writes as

USB = *$q̄SB + 1
r
ln"1− ) + ) exp"−r*$q̄SB## > 0 (2.68)

and the inefficient agent’s ex post utility is

%USB = 1
r
ln"1− ) + ) exp"−r*$q̄SB## < 0! (2.69)

Incentives (and outputs) decrease with risk aversion. If risk aversion goes to zero
"r → 0#, q̄SB converges towards the first-best value q̄∗. Indeed, we know from
Section 2.11.1 that, with risk neutrality and an ex ante participation constraint, the
optimal contract induces an efficient outcome. Moreover, the utility levels of both
types converge toward those described in (2.62).

When the agent becomes infinitely risk averse, everything happens as if he
had an ex post individual rationality constraint for the worst state of the world
given by (2.24). In the limit, the inefficient agent’s output q̄SB and the utility levels
USB and %USB all converge toward the same solution as in proposition 2.1. So, the
model of section 2.1 can also be interpreted as a model with ex ante contracting
but with an infinitely risk-averse agent at the zero utility level.

Salanié (1990) analyzed the case of a continuum of types. Pooling
for the least efficient types always occurs when risk aversion is

large enough. Laffont and Rochet (1998) showed a similar phenomenon
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with interim participation constraints when a regulator (the principal) max-
imizes ex ante social welfare and deals with a risk-averse regulated firm
(the agent).

A Risk-Averse Principal
Consider now a risk-averse principal with a Von Neumann–Morgenstern utility
function v"·# defined on his monetary gains from trade S"q#− t such that v ′ > 0,
v ′′ < 0 and v"0# = 0. Again, the contract between the principal and the risk-neutral
agent is signed before the agent knows his type.

In this context, the first-best contract obviously calls for the first-best output q∗

and q̄∗ being produced. It also calls for the principal to be fully insured between
both states of nature and for the agent’s ex ante participation constraint to be
binding. This leads us to the following two conditions that must be satisfied by the
agent’s rents U ∗ and %U ∗:

S"q∗#− $q∗ − U ∗ = S"q̄∗#− $̄q̄∗ − %U ∗ (2.70)

and

)U ∗ + "1− )#%U ∗ = 0! (2.71)

Solving this system of two equations with two unknowns "U ∗' %U ∗# yields

U ∗ = "1− )#
!
S"q∗#− $q∗ − "S"q̄∗#− $̄q̄∗#

"
(2.72)

and

%U ∗ = −)
!
S"q∗#− $q∗ − "S"q̄∗#− $̄q̄∗#

"
! (2.73)

Note that the first-best profile of information rents satisfies both types’ incen-
tive compatibility constraints since

U ∗ − %U ∗ = S"q∗#− $q∗ − "S"q̄∗#− $̄q̄∗# > *$q̄∗ (2.74)

(from the definition of q∗) and

%U ∗ − U ∗ = S"q̄∗#− $̄q̄∗ − "S"q∗#− $q∗# > −*$q∗' (2.75)

(from the definition of q̄∗). Hence, the profile of rents "U ∗' %U ∗# is incentive com-
patible and the first-best allocation is easily implemented in this framework. We
can thus generalize proposition 2.4 as follows:

Proposition 2.6: When the principal is risk-averse over the monetary gains
S"q#− t, the agent is risk-neutral, and contracting takes place ex ante, the
optimal incentive contract implements the first-best outcome.
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It is interesting to note that U ∗ and %U ∗ obtained in (2.72) and (2.73) are also
the levels of rent obtained in (2.63) and (2.64). Indeed, the lump-sum payment
T ∗ = )"S"q∗# − $q∗# + "1 − )#"S"q̄∗# − $̄q̄∗#, which allows the principal to make
the risk-neutral agent residual claimant for the hierarchy’s profit, also provides full
insurance to the principal. By making the risk-neutral agent the residual claimant
for the value of trade, ex ante contracting allows the risk-averse principal to get
full insurance and implement the first-best outcome despite the informational
problem.

Of course this result does not hold anymore if the agent’s interim participation
constraints must be satisfied. In this case, we still guess a solution such that (2.22)
is slack at the optimum. The principal’s program now reduces to

max
&"%U'q̄#'"U'q#(

)v
!
S"q#− $q − U

"
+ "1− )#v

!
S"q̄#− $̄q̄ − %U

"
(P ):

subject to (2.21) and (2.24).

Inserting the values of U and %U that were obtained from the binding con-
straints in (2.21) and (2.24) into the principal’s objective function and optimizing
with respect to outputs leads to qSB = q∗, i.e., no distortion for the efficient type,
just as in the case of risk neutrality and a downward distortion of the inefficient
type’s output q̄SB < q̄∗ given by

S′"q̄SB# = $̄ + )v ′"V SB#

"1− )#v ′"%V SB#
*$' (2.76)

where V SB = S"q∗# − $q∗ − *$q̄SB and %V SB = S"q̄SB# − $̄q̄SB are the principal’s
payoffs in both states of nature. We can check that %V SB < V SB since S"q̄SB# −
$q̄SB < S"q∗# − $q∗ from the definition of q∗. In particular, we observe that the
distortion in the right-hand side of (2.76) is always lower than )

1−)
*$, its value with

a risk-neutral principal. The intuition is straightforward. By increasing q̄ above its
value with risk neutrality, the risk-averse principal reduces the difference between
V SB and %V SB. This gives the principal some insurance and increases his ex ante
payoff.

For example, if v"x# = 1−e−rx

r
, (2.76) becomes S′"q̄SB# = $̄ + )

1−)
er"%V

SB−VSB#*$.
If r = 0, we get back the distortion obtained in section 2.6 with a risk-neutral
principal and interim participation constraints for the agent. Since %V SB < V SB, we
observe that the first-best is implemented when r goes to infinity. In the limit, the
infinitely risk-averse principal is only interested in the inefficient state of nature for
which he wants to maximize the surplus, since there is no rent for the inefficient
agent. Moreover, giving a rent to the efficient agent is now without cost for the
principal.
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Risk aversion on the side of the principal is quite natural in some
contexts. A local regulator with a limited budget or a specialized bank

dealing with relatively correlated projects may be insufficiently diversified to
become completely risk neutral. See Lewis and Sappington (1995) for an
application to the regulation of public utilities.

2.12 Commitment

To solve our incentive problem, we have implicitly assumed that the principal
has a strong ability to commit himself not only to a distribution of rents that will
induce information revelation but also to some allocative inefficiency designed to
reduce the cost of this revelation. Alternatively, this assumption also means that
the court of law can perfectly enforce the contract and that neither renegotiating
nor reneging on the contract is a feasible alternative for the agent and (or) the
principal. What can happen when either of those two assumptions is relaxed?

2.12.1 Renegotiating a Contract

A first source of limited commitment occurs when the principal can renegotiate
the contract offered to the agent along the course of actions. Renegotiation is
a voluntary act that should benefit both the principal and the agent. It should
be contrasted with a breach of contract, which can hurt one of the contracting
parties. One should view a renegotiation procedure as the ability of the contracting
partners to achieve a Pareto improving trade if any becomes incentive feasible
along the course of actions.

Once the different types have revealed themselves to the principal by selecting
the contracts "tSB' qSB# for the efficient type and "t̄ SB' q̄SB# for the inefficient type,
the principal may propose a renegotiation to get around the allocative inefficiency
he has imposed on the inefficient agent’s output. The gain from this renegotia-
tion comes from raising allocative efficiency for the inefficient type and moving
output from q̄SB to q̄∗. To share these new gains from trade with the inefficient
agent, the principal must at least offer him the same utility level as before rene-
gotiation. The participation constraint of the inefficient agent can still be kept at
zero when the transfer of this type is raised from t̄ SB = $̄q̄SB to t̄∗ = $̄q̄∗. How-
ever, raising this transfer also hardens the ex ante incentive compatibility constraint
of the efficient type. Indeed, it becomes more valuable for an efficient type to
hide his type so that he can obtain this larger transfer, and truthful revelation by
the efficient type is no longer obtained in equilibrium. There is a fundamental
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trade-off between raising efficiency ex post and hardening ex ante incentives when
renegotiation is an issue.

The ability to commit to a menu of contracts may not be too problematic
in some instances. Producing a quantity q may require building capacity up to
that level.27 Raising production as requested by the renegotiation procedure asks
for increasing the productive capacity and this can be excessively costly com-
pared to the allocative gains coming from a larger volume of trade. Moreover,
this commitment issue seems highly dependent on the use of a direct revela-
tion mechanism since renegotiation takes place after the agent has revealed his
type but before the principal imposes an output target.28 Therefore let us con-
sider the simple and equivalent indirect mechanism where the principal offers the
same menu to the agent but lets the agent choose the output himself (as we did
in section 2.9). This alternative mechanism does not require any communication
from the agent to the principal before production takes place. The agent makes the
choice of an output and, if this choice is irreversible, there is no scope for renegoti-
ation since the one-shot relationship ends. The commitment issue becomes much
more problematic in truly dynamic contexts where different actions take place at
various dates.29

2.12.2 Reneging on a Contract

A second source of imperfection arises when either the principal or the agent
causes a breach in the contract and thus reneges on their previous contractual
obligation. Let us take the case of the principal reneging on the contract.30 Indeed,
once the agent has revealed himself to the principal by selecting the contract
within the menu offered by the principal, the latter, having learned the agent’s
type, might propose the complete information contract which extracts all rents
without inducing any allocative inefficiency. Of course, this breach of contract
should be anticipated by the agent and the agent’s anticipation of the breach will
interfere with his truthful revelation in the first place. Additionally, the agent may
want to renege on a contract which gives him a negative ex post utility level as
we mentioned in section 2.11.1. In this case, the threat of the agent reneging a
contract signed at the ex ante stage forces the agent’s participation constraints to

27See Beaudry and Poitevin (1994) for a model along these lines.
28Beaudry and Poitevin (1993) and Wambach (1999) have analyzed such a timing of the renego-

tiation game.
29We will return to the difficult issues raised by the renegotiation of contracts in section 9.3.
30See section 8.2.4 and section 9.3 for other models where the agent may renege on the contract.
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be written in interim terms. Such a setting justifies the focus of this chapter on
the case of interim contracting.31

2.13 Stochastic Mechanisms ⋆

We consider here the framework of section 2.10 with a general cost function
C"q' $#. Let us rewrite the principal’s problem as

max
&"q'U #,"q̄' %U #(

)
!
S"q#−C"q' $#

"
+ "1− )#

!
S"q̄#−C"q̄' $̄#

"
− )U − "1− )#%U'(P ):

subject to

U − %U −."q̄# ≥ 0' (2.77)

%U − U +."q# ≥ 0' (2.78)

U ≥ 0' (2.79)

%U ≥ 0! (2.80)

When S"·# is concave and C"·# is convex, the principal’s objective function
is concave in "q' q̄'U' %U #. Neglecting constraints (2.78) and (2.79) as usual, the
remaining constraints (2.77) and (2.80) define a convex set in "q' q̄'U' %U # if ."·# is
convex in q. Then the optimal mechanism cannot be stochastic. To show this result
suppose, on the contrary, that this mechanism is stochastic. A random direct reve-
lation mechanism is then a probability measure on the set of possible transfers and
outputs, which is conditional on the agent’s report of his type. Let &"q̃'*U #, " ˜̄q '*%U #(
be such a random stochastic mechanism. We can replace this stochastic mecha-
nism by the deterministic mechanism constructed with the expectations of those
variables, namely E" ˜̄q #'E"q̃#'E"*U #, and E"*%U #, where E"·# denotes the expectation
operator. Since the principal’s objective function is strictly concave in q, this new
mechanism gives a higher expected utility to the principal by Jensen’s inequality.32

Similarly, when ."·# is convex, Jensen’s inequality also implies that −."E ˜̄q # ≥
−E"." ˜̄q ##, so that the new deterministic mechanism expands the feasible set
defined by the constraints in (2.77) and (2.80). The principal could thus achieve
a higher utility level with the new deterministic mechanism, which is a contra-

31In section 9.2, we will discuss further the issue of enforcement in such a context.
32Jensen’s inequality says that for any concave function f "·# and any random variable x̃: E"f "x̃## ≤

f "E"x̃##, when E"·# denotes the expectation operator, with a strict inequality if f "·# is strictly concave.
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diction. Therefore, a sufficient condition to ensure the deterministic nature of the
optimal contract is ."·# convex or, equivalently, Cqq$ > 0.

Let us explore briefly what happens if the assumption Cqq$ > 0 is no longer
satisfied everywhere. Substituting (2.77) and (2.80) into the principal’s objective
function, and taking into account that qSB = q∗ (where again S′"q∗# = Cq"q

∗' $#),
the principal’s problem amounts to maximizing an objective function

"1− )#
!
S"q̄#−C"q̄' $̄#

"
− )."q̄#' (2.81)

which may no longer be strictly concave in q̄ everywhere.
When this strict concavity is not satisfied, (2.81) may have several maximizers

among which the principal can randomize.33 Note that the randomness of con-
tracts only affects outputs. From risk neutrality, with the principal and the agent’s
objective functions being linear in transfers, the randomness of transfers is use-
less because any lottery of transfers can be replaced by its expected value without
changing the principal and the agent’s payoffs in any state of nature.

The lack of concavity of (2.81) in fact captures a deeper property: the possi-
ble lack of convexity of the set of incentive feasible allocations. To illustrate this
phenomenon, note that, for contracts such that (2.80) is binding and such that
q = q∗, (2.77) can then be written as

U ≥ ."q̄#! (2.82)

Figure 2.8 represents the set of implementable allocations in the "U' q̄# space and
shows that this set may not be convex when ."·# is nonconvex. Points A and B
are two possible deterministic maximizers of the principal’s (reduced) objective
function,34

"1− )#"S"q̄#−C"q̄' $̄##− )U ! (2.83)

However, the principal can obtain a greater payoff by committing himself to
randomize among incentive feasible allocations. Using such random direct reve-
lation mechanisms leads indeed to a convexification of the set of incentive feasi-
ble allocations as shown in figure 2.9.35 With the objective function (2.83) being
strictly concave in "U' q̄#, a unique maximizer to the principal’s problem exists,
and it is now given by point C.

33This randomization is, in this case, not uniquely defined.
34Note that this function is strictly concave in the space "U' q̄#.
35The convexification adds to the set of incentive feasible allocations the crossed area in figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.8: Multiple Maximizers

By being able to commit to a randomization through a stochastic mechanism,
the principal can achieve a payoff that is strictly greater than what he obtains
with deterministic mechanisms. Of course, the difficulty may come from the fact
that this randomization has to be verifiable by a court of law before it can be
employed in contracting. Ensuring this verifiability is a more difficult problem
than ensuring that a deterministic mechanism is enforced, because any deviation
away from a given randomization can only be statistically detected once a sufficient
number of realizations of the contracts have been observed. This suggests that such
a deviation can only be detected in a repeated relationship framework or when the
principal is involved in many bilateral one-shot principal-agent relationships and
always deviates in the same way. The enforcement of such stochastic mechanisms
in a bilateral one-shot relationship is thus particularly problematic. This has led
scholars to give up those random mechanisms or, at least, to focus on economic
settings where they are not optimal.

Stochastic mechanisms have been sometimes suggested in the insur-
ance, nonlinear pricing, and optimal taxation literatures (see Stiglitz

1987, Arnott and Stiglitz 1988, and Maskin and Riley 1984).
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Figure 2.9: Unique Maximizer with Randomization

2.14 Informative Signals to Improve Contracting ⋆

In this section, we investigate the impacts of various improvements of the prin-
cipal’s information system on the optimal contract. The idea here is to see how
signals that are exogenous to the relationship can be used by the principal to bet-
ter design the contract with the agent. The simple observation of performances in
similar principal-agent relationships and the choice of monitoring structures are
examples of devices used to improve the agent’s control by mitigating the informa-
tion gap between the principal and his agent.

2.14.1 Ex Post Verifiable Signal

Suppose that the principal, the agent and the court of law observe ex post a veri-
fiable signal 0 which is correlated with $. This signal is observed after the agent’s
choice of production (or alternatively after the agent’s report to the principal in
a direct revelation mechanism). The contract can then be conditioned on both
the agent’s report and the observed signal that provides useful information on the
underlying state of nature.
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For simplicity, we assume that this signal may take only two values, 01 and
02. Let the conditional probabilities of these respective realizations of the signal
be 11 = Pr"0 = 01/$ = $# ≥ 1/2 and 12 = Pr"0 = 02/$ = $̄# ≥ 1/2! Note
that, if 11 = 12 = 1/2, the signal 0 is uninformative. Otherwise, 01 brings good
news—the fact that the agent is efficient—and 02 brings bad news, since it is more
likely that the agent is inefficient in this case.

Let us adopt the following notations for the ex post information rents: u11 =
t"$' 01# − $q"$' 01#, u12 = t"$' 02# − $q"$' 02#, u21 = t"$̄' 01# − $̄q"$̄' 01#, and
u22 = t"$̄' 02#− $̄q"$̄' 02#. Similar notations are used for the outputs qij . The agent
discovers his type and plays the mechanism before the signal 0 realizes. Then
the incentive and participation constraints must be written in expectation over the
realization of 0 . Incentive constraints for both types write respectively as

11u11 + "1− 11#u12 ≥ 11"u21 + *$q21#+ "1− 11#"u22 + *$q22# (2.84)

"1− 12#u21 + 12u22 ≥ "1− 12#"u11 − *$q11#+ 12"u12 − *$q12#! (2.85)

Participation constraints for both types are written as

11u11 + "1− 11#u12 ≥ 0 ' (2.86)

"1− 12#u21 + 12u22 ≥ 0! (2.87)

Note that, for a given schedule of output qij , the system (2.84) through (2.87)
has as many equations as unknowns uij . When the determinant of the system (2.84)
to (2.87) is nonzero, it is possible to find ex post rents uij (or equivalent trans-
fers) such that all these constraints are binding:36 In this case, the agent receives
no rent whatever his type. Moreover, any choice of production levels, in partic-
ular the complete information optimal ones, can be implemented this way. The
determinant of the system is nonzero when

1− 11 − 12 ̸= 0! (2.88)

Importantly, the condition (2.88) holds generically. It fails only if 11 = 12 = 1
2 ,

which corresponds to the case of an uninformative and useless signal.

Riordan and Sappington (1988) introduced the condition (2.88) in a
single-agent environment. Crémer and McLean (1988) generalized

this use of correlated information in their analysis of multiagent models. We
will cover the important topic of yardstick competition for multiagent organi-
zations in our next book.

36In fact, using Farkas’s lemma, one can even ensure that incentive constraints are strict inequalities
(see Crémer and McLean 1988 for details in a multiagent setting).
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2.14.2 Ex Ante Nonverifiable Signal

We keep the same informational structure as in section 2.14.1, but now we suppose
that a nonverifiable binary signal 0 about $ is available to the principal at the ex
ante stage. Before offering an incentive contract, the principal computes, using
the Bayes law, his posterior belief that the agent is efficient for each value of this
signal, namely

)̂1 = Pr"$ = $/0 = 01# =
)11

)11 + "1− )#"1− 12#
' (2.89)

)̂2 = Pr"$ = $/0 = 02# =
)"1− 11#

)"1− 11#+ "1− )#12
! (2.90)

Then the optimal contract entails a downward distortion of the inefficient agent’s
production q̄SB"0i#, which is for signals 01 and 02 respectively:

S′"q̄SB"01## = $̄ + )̂1
1− )̂1

*$ = $̄ + )11

"1− )#"1− 12#
*$ (2.91)

S′"q̄SB"02## = $̄ + )̂2
1− )̂2

*$ = $̄ + )"1− 11#

"1− )#12
*$! (2.92)

In the case where 11 = 12 = 1 > 1
2 , we can interpret 1 as an index of the

informativeness of the signal. Observing 01, the principal thinks that it is more
likely that the agent is efficient. A stronger reduction in q̄SB, and thus in the
efficient type’s information rent, is called for after 01. (2.91) shows that incentives
decrease with respect to the case without informative signal since " 1

1−1
> 1#. In

particular, if 1 is large enough, the principal shuts down the inefficient firm after
having observed 01. The principal offers a high-powered incentive contract only
to the efficient agent, which leaves him with no rent. On the contrary, because
he is less likely to face an efficient type after having observed 02, the principal
reduces less of the information rent than in the case without informative signal
since " 1−1

1
< 1#. Incentives are stronger.

Boyer and Laffont (2000) provided a comparative statics analysis of
the effect of a more competitive environment on the optimal contract

in an adverse selection framework. In their analysis, the competitiveness of
the environment is linked to the informativeness of the signal 0 .
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2.14.3 More or Less Favorable Distribution of Types

In the last two sections, 2.14.1 and 2.14.2, we considered “improvements” in the
information structure. More generally, even in the basic model of this chapter,
one may wonder how information structures can be ranked by the principal and
the agent in an adverse selection framework.37

We will say that a distribution ")̃' 1− )̃# is more favorable than a distribution
")' 1 − )# if and only if )̃ > ). Then the expected utility of the principal is
higher with a more favorable distribution. Indeed, we can define this expected
utility as

V ")# = )"S"q∗#− $q∗ − *$q̄SB")##+ "1− )#"S"q̄SB")##− $̄q̄SB")##' (2.93)

where we make explicit the dependence of V and q̄SB on ).
Using the Envelope Theorem, we obtain

dV ")#

d)
= "S"q∗#− $q∗ − *$q̄SB#− "S"q̄SB#− $̄q̄SB#

= "S"q∗#− $q∗#− "S"q̄SB#− $q̄SB#' (2.94)

which is strictly positive by definition of q∗.
The rent of the efficient type, *$q̄SB, is clearly lower when the distribution

is more favorable. As can be seen by differentiating (2.29), q̄SB")# is a decreasing
function of ). Incentives decrease as the distribution becomes more favorable. The
perspective of a more likely efficient type leads the principal to a trade-off that is
tilted against information rents, i.e., a trade-off that is less favorable to allocative
efficiency. For the ex ante rent of the agent, U ")# = )*$q̄SB")#, we have instead

dU ")#

d)
= *$q̄SB")#+ )*$

dq̄SB")#

d)
(2.95)

or, using (2.29),

dU ")#

d)
= *$q̄SB")## $% &

>0

+ )"*$#2

"1− )#2S′′"q̄SB")### $% &
<0

! (2.96)

Therefore, for *$ small enough, the expected rent increases when the dis-
tribution is more favorable, but it decreases when *$ is rather large. Note that if
there is shutdown when ) becomes larger, the expected rent decreases necessarily.

37An improvement of the information structure in the sense of Blackwell (1951) (see section 4.6.2
for a definition) does not necessarily increase the principal’s welfare. The reason is that, in addition
to its usual statistical effect, a better information structure affects the information rents and therefore
affects directly the principal’s objective function.
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The most interesting result is that, for *$ small, both the principal and the agent
gain from a more favorable distribution. There is no conflict of interests on the
choice of the information structure.

See Laffont and Tirole (1993, chap. 1) for a similar analysis in the
case of a continuum of types.

2.15 Contract Theory at Work

This section proposes several classical settings where the basic model of this chap-
ter is useful. Introducing adverse selection in each of these contexts has proved to
be a significative improvement of standard microeconomic analysis.

2.15.1 Regulation

In the Baron and Myerson (1982) regulation model, the principal is a regulator
who maximizes a weighted average of the consumers’ surplus S"q# − t and of
a regulated monopoly’s profit U = t − $q, with a weight 2 < 1 for the firm’s
profit. The principal’s objective function writes now as V = S"q#− $q − "1−2#U .
Because 2 < 1 it is socially costly to give up a rent to the firm. Maximizing
expected social welfare under incentive and participation constraints leads to qSB =
q∗ for the efficient type and a downward distortion for the inefficient type, q̄SB < q̄∗,
which is given by

S′"q̄SB# = $̄ + )

1− )
"1− 2#*$! (2.97)

Note that a higher value of 2 reduces the output distortion, because the regulator
is less concerned by the distribution of rents within society as 2 increases. If 2 = 1,
the firm’s rent is no longer costly and the regulator behaves as a pure efficiency
maximizer implementing the first-best output in all states of nature.

The regulation literature of the last fifteen years has greatly improved
our understanding of government intervention under asymmetric

information. We refer to Laffont and Tirole (1993) for a comprehensive view
of this theory and its various implications for the design of real world regula-
tory institutions.
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2.15.2 Nonlinear Pricing by a Monopoly

In Maskin and Riley (1984), the principal is the seller of a private good with
production cost cq who faces a continuum of buyers. The principal has thus a
utility function V = t − cq. The tastes of a buyer for the private good are such
that his utility function is U = $u"q#− t, where q is the quantity consumed and
t his payment to the principal. Suppose that the parameter $ of each buyer is
drawn independently from the same distribution on % = &$' $̄( with respective
probabilities 1− ) and ).

We are now in a setting with a continuum of agents. However, it is mathe-
matically equivalent to the framework of section 2.5 with a single agent. Now the
distribution of $ to be considered is the actual distribution of types, i.e., ) is the
frequency of type $̄ by the Law of Large Numbers. It is important to stress this
interpretation because it considerably enlarges the relevance of the principal-agent
model analyzed before.

Incentive and participation constraints can as usual be written directly in
terms of the information rents U = $u"q#− t and %U = $̄u"q̄#− t̄ as

U ≥ %U − *$u"q̄#' (2.98)

%U ≥ U + *$u"q#' (2.99)

U ≥ 0' (2.100)

%U ≥ 0! (2.101)

The principal’s program now takes the following form:

max
&"%U' q̄#,"U' q#(

)
!
$̄u"q̄#− cq̄

"
+ "1− )#

!
$u"q#− cq

"
−

!
)%U + "1− )#U

"
(P ):

subject to (2.98) to (2.101).

The analysis is the mirror image of that of section 2.5, where now the efficient
type is the one with the highest valuation for the good $̄. Hence, (2.99) and (2.100)
are the two binding constraints. As a result, there is no output distortion with
respect to the first-best outcome for the high valuation type and q̄SB = q̄∗, where
$̄u′"q̄∗# = c!

However, there exists a downward distortion of the low valuation agent’s out-
put with respect to the first-best outcome. We have qSB < q∗, where

+
$ − )

1− )
*$

,
u′"qSB# = c and $u′"q∗# = c! (2.102)

So the unit price is not the same if the buyers demand q̄∗ or qSB, hence the
expression of nonlinear prices.
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The literature on nonlinear pricing is huge. The interested reader
will find in Tirole (1988), Varian (1988), and Wilson (1993) excel-

lent reviews of this topic. In chapter 9, we discuss the link between direct
revelation mechanisms and nonlinear prices, and in particular how and when
the optimal direct mechanism can be implemented with a menu of simple
linear prices in the case of a continuum of types that has been the focus of
most of the nonlinear pricing literature.

2.15.3 Quality and Price Discrimination

Mussa and Rosen (1978) studied a very similar problem to the one in section
2.15.2, where agents buy one unit of a commodity with quality q but are vertically
differentiated with respect to their preferences for the good. The marginal cost
(and average cost) of producing one unit of quality q is C"q# and the principal
has the utility function V = t − C"q#. The utility function of an agent is now
U = $q − t with $ in % = &$' $̄(, with respective probabilities 1− ) and ).

Incentive and participation constraints can still be written directly in terms of
the information rents U = $q − t and %U = $̄q̄ − t̄ as

U ≥ %U − *$q̄' (2.103)

%U ≥ U + *$q' (2.104)

U ≥ 0' (2.105)

%U ≥ 0! (2.106)

The principal solves now:

max
&"U'q#,"%U'q̄#(

)"$̄q̄ −C"q̄##+ "1− )#
!
$q −C"q#

"
− ")%U + "1− )#U #(P ):

subject to (2.103) to (2.106).

Following procedures similar to what we have done so far, only (2.104) and
(2.105) are binding constraints. Finally, we find that the high valuation agent
receives the first-best quality q̄SB = q̄∗ where $̄ = C′"q̄∗#. However, quality is now
reduced below the first-best for the low valuation agent. We have qSB < q∗, where

$ = C′!qSB
"
+ )

1− )
*$ and $ = C′"q∗#! (2.107)

Interestingly, the spectrum of qualities (defined as the difference of qualities
between what is obtained respectively by the high valuation and by the low
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valuation agent) is larger under asymmetric information than under complete
information. This incentive of the seller to put a low quality good on the market
is a well-documented phenomenon in the industrial organization literature. Some
authors have even argued that damaging its own goods may be part of the firm’s
optimal selling strategy when screening the consumers’ willingness to pay for
quality is an important issue.

2.15.4 Financial Contracts

Asymmetric information significantly affects the financial markets. For instance, in
Freixas and Laffont (1990) the principal is a lender who provides a loan of size k
to a borrower. Capital costs Rk to the lender since it could be invested elsewhere
in the economy to earn the risk-free interest rate R. The lender has thus a utility
function V = t − Rk. The borrower makes a profit U = $ f "k# − t where $ f "k#
is the production with k units of capital and t is the borrower’s repayment to the
lender. We assume that f ′ > 0 and f ′′ < 0. The parameter $ is a productivity
shock drawn from % = &$' $̄( with respective probabilities 1− ) and ).

Incentive and participation constraints can again be written directly in terms
of the borrower’s information rents U = $ f "k#− t and %U = $̄f "k̄#− t̄ as

U ≥ %U − *$ f "k̄#' (2.108)

%U ≥ U + *$ f "k#' (2.109)

U ≥ 0' (2.110)

%U ≥ 0! (2.111)

The principal’s program takes now the following form:

max
&"U'k#,"%U'k̄#(

)
!
$̄f "k̄#− Rk̄

"
+ "1− )#

!
$ f "k#− Rk

"
−

!
)%U + "1− )#U

"
(P ):

subject to (2.108) to (2.111).

We let the reader check that (2.109) and (2.110) are now the two binding con-
straints. As a result, there is no capital distortion with respect to the first-best
outcome for the high productivity type and k̄SB = k̄∗ where $̄f ′"k̄∗# = R. In this
case, the return on capital is equal to the risk-free interest rate. However, there
also exists a downward distortion in the size of the loan given to a low productivity
borrower with respect to the first-best outcome. We have kSB < k∗, where

(
$ − )

1− )
*$

)
f ′
!
kSB

"
= R and $ f ′"k∗# = R! (2.112)
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Screening borrowers according to the size of their loans amounts
to some kind of rationing for the low productivity firms. This phe-

nomenon is well documented in the finance literature, and we refer to Freixas
and Rochet (1999, chap. 5) for a more complete analysis and further ref-
erences on screening in financial contracts. We will see in section 3.6 that
instead of using the loan size the lender may also rely on other screening
devices, like auditing or the threat of termination, to get valuable information
about the firm requesting financing.

2.15.5 Labor Contracts ⋆

Asymmetric information also undermines the relationship between a worker and
the firm for which he works. In Green and Kahn (1983) and Hart (1983b) among
others, the principal is a union (or a set of workers) providing its labor force l
to a firm. To simplify the analysis, we assume that the union has full bargaining
power in determining the labor contract with the firm and that the latter has a
zero reservation utility.

The firm makes a profit $ f "l# − t, where f "l# is the return on labor and t
is the worker’s payment. We assume that f ′ > 0 and f ′′ < 0. The parameter $ is
a productivity shock drawn from % = &$' $̄( with respective probabilities 1 − )
and ). In the labor contracting literature, the firm knows the realization of the
shock and the union ignores its value. The firm’s objective is to maximize its profit
U = $ f "l#− t. Workers have a utility function defined on consumption and labor.
If their disutility of labor is counted in monetary terms and all revenues from the
firm are consumed, they get V = v"t − l# where l is their disutility of providing l
units of labor and v"·# is increasing and concave (v ′ > 0' v ′′ < 0).

In this context, the firm’s boundaries are determined before the realization of
the shock and contracting takes place ex ante. The ex ante participation constraint
is written in a way similar to (2.71). It should be clear that the model is similar to
that of section 2.11.2 with a risk-averse principal and a risk-neutral agent.

Using the results of that section, we know that the risk-averse union will
propose a contract to the risk-neutral firm which provides full insurance and
implements the first-best levels of employments l̄∗ and l∗, defined respectively by
$̄f ′"l̄∗# = 1 and $ f ′"l∗# = 1.

Let us now turn to the more difficult case where workers have a utility func-
tion exhibiting an income effect, and let us assume, to simplify, that V = v"t#− l.

The first-best optimal contract would still require efficient employment in
both states of nature. Moreover, it would also call for equating the worker’s
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marginal utility of income across states:

t∗ = t̄∗' (2.113)

and making the firm’s expected utility equal to zero:

)"$̄f "l̄∗#− t̄∗#+ "1− )#"$ f "l∗#− t∗# = 0! (2.114)

Solving those latter two equations for the pair of transfers "t̄∗' t∗) immediately
yields t̄∗ = t∗ = )$̄ f "l̄∗# + "1 − )#$ f "l∗# = E"$ f "l∗##, where E"·# denotes the
expectation operator with respect to $ and $̃ is the random effect.

Inserting this value of the transfer into the union’s objective function, the
principal chooses the levels of employment that are obtained as solutions to

"P #+ max
&"l̄'l#(

v
+
)$̄f "l̄#+ "1− )#$ f "l#

,
− ) l̄ − "1− )#l!

We immediately find the first-best levels of labor,

$̄f ′"l̄∗# = 1
v ′"E"$ f "l∗###

(2.115)

and

$ f ′"l∗# = 1
v ′"E"$ f "l∗###

! (2.116)

It follows that $̄ f ′"l̄∗# = $ f ′"l∗#. Using the fact that f ′′ < 0, we finally obtain
that l̄∗ > l∗. The firm uses more labor when the productivity shock is larger.

Let us now consider the case of asymmetric information. The firm’s incentive
compatibility constraints in both states of nature are written as

$̄f "l̄#− t̄ ≥ $̄f "l#− t (2.117)

in the good state $̄, and

$ f "l#− t ≥ $ f "l̄#− t̄ (2.118)

in the bad state $.
Summing (2.117) and (2.118), we immediately obtain the implementability

condition

l̄ ≥ l! (2.119)

Note that the first-best menu &"t∗' l∗#, "t̄∗' l̄∗#( satisfies (2.117) but vio-
lates (2.118). Therefore, let us look for an optimal incentive feasible contract
where the binding incentive constraint prevents the firm from claiming that a high
shock $̄ has realized when, in fact, a low shock $ has realized. In this example,
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Figure 2.10: First-Best Labor Contracts

the bad type $ wants to mimic the good type $̄. This may be surprising in view
of the previous analysis carried out in this chapter. To understand this result, it is
useful to look at figure 2.10 where we have represented the first-best contracts A∗

and B∗ of the $̄-firm and the $-firm respectively.
The indifference curves of the firm are concave in the "l' t# space with higher

levels of utility obtained as one moves towards the southeast. The $̄-indifference
curve has a greater slope than the $-one so that the single crossing property still
holds in our context.

At the first-best, the union requests a constant wage because it is averse to
monetary risk. A∗ and B∗ are thus on the same horizontal line. If the union offers
this pair of contracts under asymmetric information, the firm has an incentive to
always claim that state $̄ realized and obtain more labor. To avoid this, the union
may propose the incentive compatible menu "A∗'C#. The firm is then indifferent
between A∗ and C in state $ and strictly prefers A∗ to C in state $̄. This menu
is good from an allocative point of view, because the levels of employment are
still equal to their first-best values. However, this contract makes the union bear
an excessive risk in monetary transfers. This risk can be reduced by decreasing
the gap between l̄ and l. Because of the impact of asymmetric information on
the marginal utility of income of the union members in both states of nature,
it is hard to assess graphically how the second-best optimal contract should be
chosen.
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Let us move therefore to a formal derivation of this second-best contract. The
union’s problem writes now as

max
&"t̄'l̄#,"t'l#(

)"v"t̄#− l̄#+ "1− )#"v"t#− l#(P ):

subject to (2.118), and

)t̄ + "1− )#t ≤ )$̄f "l̄#+ "1− )#$ f "l#' (2.120)

where (2.120) is the firm’s ex ante participation constraint.
Let us denote the respective multipliers of these constraints with 3 and 1.

Optimizing with respect to t̄ and t leads to

)v ′"t̄ SB#+ 3− 1) = 0 (2.121)

"1− )#v ′"tSB#− 3− 1"1− )# = 0! (2.122)

Summing (2.121) and (2.122), we immediately obtain that 1 = )v ′"t̄ SB# +
"1− )#v ′"tSB# > 0. As expected, the firm’s participation constraint (2.120) is bind-
ing. Using (2.121) and (2.122), we also get 3 = )"1 − )#"v ′"tSB# − v ′"t̄ SB##. To
satisfy (2.118) and (2.119), it must be that t̄ SB ≥ tSB. Moreover, the equality holds
only if we have bunching and l̄ = l. For l̄ > l, the inequality is strict. In this case,
3 > 0 and the incentive constraint (2.118) is also binding. This allows us to finally
express the optimal second-best transfers as

t̄ SB = )$̄f "l̄SB#+ "1− )#$ f "lSB#+ "1− )#$"f "l̄SB#− f "lSB## (2.123)

tSB = )$̄f "l̄SB#+ "1− )#$ f "lSB#− )$"f "l̄SB#− f "lSB##! (2.124)

Substituting the transfers into the principal’s objective function and optimiz-
ing with respect to l̄ and l, we finally obtain

−) + 1)$̄f ′"l̄SB#− 3$ f ′"l̄SB# = 0 (2.125)

−"1− )#+ 1"1− )#$ f ′"lSB#+ 3$ f ′"lSB# = 0! (2.126)

Or, to put it differently:

$̄f ′"l̄SB# = 1
1

+ 3$

1)
f ′"l̄SB#' (2.127)

$ f ′"lSB# = 1
1

− 3$

1"1− )#
f ′"lSB#, (2.128)

where

1 = )v ′!E"$̃ f "l̃SB##+ "1− )#$"f "l̄SB#− f "lSB##
"

+ "1− )#v ′!E"$̃ f "l̃SB##− )$"f "l̄SB#− f "lSB##
"
' (2.129)
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and

3 = )"1− )#
!
v ′!E"$̃ f "l̃SB##− )$ "f "l̄SB#− f "lSB##

"

− v ′!E"$̃ f "l̃SB##+ "1− )#$ "f "l̄SB#− f "lSB##
""
! (2.130)

The system of four nonlinear equations (2.127) through (2.130) is quite hard
to solve. One reason for this difficulty is that one cannot immediately deduce
from (2.127) and (2.128) that l̄SB is smaller and lSB is larger than the corresponding
first-best values. Indeed, the marginal utility of income 1 changes between both
settings.

Nevertheless, one point is worth making. Assume that v ′′′ > 0;38 then, by
Jensen’s inequality

1 > v ′"E"$̃ f "l̃SB###! (2.131)

Using (2.128), we observe that

$ f ′"lSB# <
1

v ′"E"$̃ f "l̃SB###
! (2.132)

Conditionally on the level of labor l̄SB in state $̄ (which, keep in mind, is
no longer equal to the first-best level l̄∗) the inequality (2.132) shows that there
is an incentive to expand output in state $ above what would be optimal under
complete information. This can be interpreted as a source of overemployment in
the model.

In state $̄, things are less clear. To reduce the costly incentive con-
straint (2.118), the union wants l̄SB to be chosen closer to lSB than at the first-best.
However, because lSB has a priori been shifted upward, this does not imply that
l̄SB is below its first-best value. The complete comparison with the first-best levels
of employment depends on the utility function.

This section has illustrated how income effects make the analysis much harder
even in two-type models. Those income effects were avoided in the standard model
of this chapter since the principal’s marginal utility of income was one under com-
plete and asymmetric information. Doing so may be justified in partial equilibrium
settings where income effects may be negligible.

Green and Kahn (1983) and Chari (1983) have also highlighted the
incentives for overemployment in similar models but with a contin-

uum of types. Neglecting the impact on the marginal utility of income, all
types are induced to expand outputs when the local incentive constraints have
a positive multiplier. The normality of leisure can be shown to be a sufficient

38This assumption is ensured when v"·# has decreasing absolute risk aversion.
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condition for this property. For further references on this topic, the interested
reader can look at Hart and Holmström (1987) and the references therein.

Appendix 2.1: Proof of Proposition 2.5

Let us form the following Lagrangian for the principal’s problem

L"q' q̄'U' %U' 3' 1# = )"S"q#− $q − U #+ "1− )#"S"q̄#− $̄q̄ − %U #

+3"U − %U − *$q̄#+ 1")u"U #+ "1− )#u"%U ##' (2.133)

where 3 is the multiplier of (2.21) and 1 is the multiplier of (2.65).
Optimizing w.r.t. U and %U yields respectively

− ) + 3+ 1)u′"USB# = 0 (2.134)

− "1− )#− 3+ 1"1− )#u′"%USB# = 0! (2.135)

Summing (2.134) and (2.135), we obtain

1")u′"USB#+ "1− )#u′"%USB## = 1' (2.136)

and thus 1 > 0. Using (2.136) and inserting it into (2.134) yields

3 = )"1− )#"u′"%USB#− u′"USB##

)u′"USB#+ "1− )#u′"%USB#
! (2.137)

Moreover, (2.21) implies that USB ≥ %USB and thus 3 ≥ 0, with 3 > 0 for a
positive output y.

Optimizing with respect to outputs yields respectively

S′"qSB# = $ (2.138)

and

S′"q̄SB# = $̄ + 3

1− )
*$! (2.139)

Simplifying by using (2.137) yields (2.66).
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